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The magnetosphere is filled with a highly 
turbulent plasma. In situ data taken from space 
missions show a wide range of fluctuations. In 
some occasions specific waves can be 
identified with their specific cause. We present 
the results of our investigative technique based 
on two pillars: 1) the implicit moment method 
for fully kinetic and fully electromagnetic 
particle in cell simulations [1] and 2) the Multi-
Level Multi-Domain (MLMD) for resolution 
adaptation [2]. Space plasmas are far from 
uniform and the scales of local features varies 
tremendously. Localized current sheets (e.g. 
magnetopause, magnetotail) need to be 
resolved with great detail while being 
embedded in less demanding environment 
where lower resolutions are acceptable. The 
implicit method coupled with the MLMD 
approach allows us to do exactly that.  

We reports two results. First, we consider the 
effect for turbulence generate by a Kelvin-
Helmholtz (KH) instability at the flank 
magnetopause [3]. The resulting turbulence 
shows the critical property of proportionality 
between energy dissipation and local currents. 
Specific peculiar wave processes caused by 
specific plasma conditions produce discrete 
and peculiar peaks in the spectrum. 
Second, we consider the lower-hybrid (LH) 
range turbulent spectrum caused by drift 
instabilities in the magnetotail. Strong local 
gradients cause a turbulent cascade whose 
micro-macro couplings can be most effectively 
captured by the MLMD. 
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Left: KH turbulence in the flank magnetopause [3].  
Top: LH turbulence in the magnetotail modeled with 
MLMD [2]. The coarse (CG) and refined (RG) grid are 
compared.
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